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Abstract
A hybrid particle-continuum computational frame-
work is developed and presented for simulating hyper-
sonic interacting flows, aimed to be faster and more
accurate than conventional numerical methods. The
framework consists of the direct simulation Monte
Carlo-Information Preservation (DSMC-IP) method
coupled with a Navier-Stokes solver. Since the DSMC-
IP method provides the macroscopic information in
each time step, determination of the continuum fluxes
across the interface between the particle and contin-
uum domains becomes straightforward. Numerical
experiments of hypersonic flows over a simple blunted
cone and a much more complex hollow cylinder-flare
are conducted. The solutions for the two geometries
considered from the hybrid framework are compared
in detail with pure particle calculations. It is con-
cluded that the hybrid method basically works very
well. Numerical accuracy improvement is achieved in
simple flows but unclear in complex flows. It is also
concluded that the numerical efficiency obtained with
the hybrid method is far from satisfactory. Overall,
the hybrid framework provides a foundation for future
development.
Introduction
The flow around a space vehicle during its atmo-
spheric re-entry always spans a very wide range of
flow regimes, from the continuum to the transition,
depending upon the flight altitude and the charac-
teristic length scale of the fuselage. For many years,
efforts have been undertaken on developing a particle-
continuum coupled numerical method that is fast and
at the same time physically accurate. Among many
particle-based schemes, the direct simulation Monte
Carlo (DSMC) method1 is the most common one.
The DSMC method emulates the nonlinear Boltz-
mann equation by simulating the real molecule col-
lisions with collision frequencies and scattering veloc-
ity distributions determined from the kinetic theory
of a dilute gas. On the other hand, among many
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continuum schemes, the computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) method that solves the Navier-Stokes (NS)
equations can be regarded as the most popular ap-
proach for these flows.
A major issue in making a combination of the two
numerical methods comes from the information ex-
change at the interface between the particle and con-
tinuum domains. At the interface, macroscopic flow
properties have to be provided to the CFD method
to evaluate the net fluxes and to the DSMC method
to initialize the particles entering from the continuum
domain into the particle domain. Several attempts
have been considered, such as the Marshak condition,2
the kinetic flux-vector splitting (KFVS) scheme,3,4
and adaptive mesh and algorithm refinement (AMAR)
embedding a particle method.5 To date, a robust,
multi-dimensional scheme that is capable of handling
nonequilibrium, hypersonic compressed flows has not
yet been accomplished.
Since the DSMC technique inherits very strong sta-
tistical fluctuations, it always needs several steps of
sampling before smooth macroscopic flow properties
can be obtained. A hybrid approach in this fashion
is considered as weakly coupled2,6 and is inadequate
for complex nonequilibrium flows. To overcome the
fluctuations, Fan and Shen7 first proposed an Informa-
tion Preservation (IP) technique. The technique was
later further developed by others for low speed rar-
efied gas flows,8–10 such as micro-electro-mechanical
systems (MEMS). In the latest development by Sun
and Boyd,11 an additional temperature term is intro-
duced in the energy model to balance the translational
energy carried by a particle moving from cell to cell.
Another issue regarding the development of a hybrid
method is to know when to switch between the meth-
ods. Since it is well known that the NS equations are
not valid under rarefied conditions, it is general to use
a continuum breakdown parameter as the switching
criterion. For the hypersonic flows mentioned above,
this issue has been investigated in our previous work12
and it is concluded that a proposed parameter
Knmax ≡ max (KnD,KnT ,KnV ) (1)
with a threshold value of 0.05 can best predict the
regions where the Navier-Stokes equations fail. The
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where Q can be any flow property in general. Since
continuum breakdown is often related to the trans-
port phenomena of viscosity and heat transfer, we only
consider the flow properties of density(D), tempera-
ture(T) and magnitude of velocity(V).
In the authors’ prior work,13 a preliminary hybrid
approach employing the IP method with the extra
temperature term mentioned above was established
and a numerical experiment of a Mach 4 supersonic
flow over a 2-D wedge was conducted. The hybrid
method has been further developed since for hyper-
sonic, axi-symmetric flows. The present study is con-
sidered as an extension of the prior work. To make
this paper complete and self-contained, however, the
main methodology from Ref. 13 is repeated.
In the next section, a brief description of the con-
tinuum approach will be presented, followed by an
introduction of the DSMC-IP method. A detailed
explanation on how to combine these two methods to-
gether is provided in the section of Domain Coupling.
After that, hypersonic flows over a simple blunted cone
and a complex hollow cylinder-flare are considered.
Detailed comparisons are made for the results from the
hybrid and pure particle calculations. Summary and
conclusions are provided in the last section, followed
by some thoughts for further development.
Numerical Schemes
Continuum Approach
The Navier-Stokes equations in the continuum do-
main are solved numerically using an explicit Gauss-
Seidel line relaxation method and second-order accu-
rate, modified Steger-Warming flux vector splitting.14
The viscosity µ is modeled with the power law
µ = µref(T/Tref)
ω
and the thermal conductivity κ is determined from the
Prandtl number
Pr = cpµ/κ
where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure. A




















where Tw is the temperature of the surface, and σv and
σT are the tangential momentum and thermal accom-
modation coefficients of the surface. Here the mean










8RT/π is the mean molecular speed, and
cv is the specific heat at constant volume.
DSMC-IP Approach
The information preservation method was first de-
veloped by Fan and Shen7 to overcome the statistical
scatter problem in DSMC simulations, especially for
systems in which the flow speed is much smaller than
the molecular speed. In addition to the ordinary ther-
mal velocity that is utilized to compute the particle
trajectory, each simulation particle in the DSMC-IP
method also possesses macroscopic preserved informa-
tion such as velocity vector and temperature. As a
result, the DSMC-IP method uses at most 57% more
memory than in the standard DSMC method.16 This
method has achieved great success for solving micro-
scale gas flows (see Refs. 9, 10,17).
In each time step of the DSMC-IP method, simula-
tion particles are first moved and collided in the usual
way as in the standard DSMC method. The preserved
velocity in the ri direction and temperature of simula-





















(Vi,c · pc) (5)
where p is the pressure, ρ is the mass density, ζ is the
number of internal degrees of freedom of molecules,
and the subscript c denotes the macroscopic informa-
tion for the computational cells. After the preserved
information of simulation particles is updated, the pre-
served information for cells is updated by taking the
arithmetic average over the information of all Np par-












(Tj + Ta,j) . (7)






(ρc · Vi,c) . (8)
The ideal gas law, p = ρRT , is assumed. The reason
for the additional temperature term, Ta, in Eq. 7 and a
detailed description and implementation of the DSMC-
IP method can be found in Ref. 11.
Note that an adequate numerical scheme must be
employed to solve Eq. 8 due to the presence of shock
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waves in supersonic flows. Since the same equation
also appears in the NS equations, we use the same
technique described in the last subsection.
The current DSMC-IP code is based on a parallel
optimized DSMC code named MONACO.18 A sub-cell
scheme is implemented for selection of collision pairs
where the number of sub-cells is scaled by the local
mean free path.
Domain Coupling
To implement the coupling between the particle
method and the NS solver, buffer and reservoir DSMC-
IP cells are introduced in the continuum domain adja-
cent to the domain interface, as depicted in Fig. 1. A
similar concept of reservoir cells was first proposed in
Ref. 6.
The buffer DSMC-IP cells work as an extension of
the particle domain. Simulation particles that end
their movement phase within the pure particle do-
main or in the buffer cells are retained. Those that
leave these two regions are removed. For each time
step, all simulation particles in the reservoir cells
are first deleted and then re-generated based on the
cell-centered values. The number of new particles is
evaluated from the cell density value and the parti-
cle velocities and temperature are initialized to the
Chapman-Enskog distribution19 based on the corre-
sponding cell values. The newly generated particles
are randomly distributed within the reservoir cells. In
this study, three layers of buffer cells and two layers of
reservoir cells are employed.
In the continuum domain, the NS solver deter-
mines the interface continuum fluxes by using the NS
variables and DSMC-IP cell macroscopic information.
Since the macroscopic information in the DSMC-IP
cells is known in each time step, the DSMC-IP cells
adjacent to the domain interface are treated as the




The first example is a 25◦ half angle cone with a
blunted nose of 6.35 mm (0.25”) in radius. The sym-
metric line of the cone is aligned with the free-stream.
Only the upper half of the flow is considered, therefore.
Since the wake region behind the cone is not of inter-
est in this investigation, we assume that the cone is
infinitely long but only the first 5 cm from the leading
edge is considered. A structured grid, 600 cells along
the body by 200 cells normal to the body, used in all
computations is shown in Fig. 2.
The fluid is pure nitrogen and the free-stream con-
ditions are listed in Table 1. The mean-free-path in
the free-stream is about 1.3 × 10−4 m, accordingly.
These specific free-stream conditions correspond to the
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(every 5th point shown in each direction)
Fig. 2 Grid employed for 25◦ blunted cone.
In the CFD calculation, µref = 1.656× 10
5 N·s/m2,
Tref = 273 K and ω = 0.74. The Prandtl number is
considered as a constant of 0.72. An isothermal wall
at a temperature of 297.2 K and an accommodation
coefficient of unity are assumed.
Table 1 Free-stream conditions of the blunted cone
numerical experiment.
U∞ (m/s) T∞ (K) ρ∞ (kg/m3) M∞
2764.5 144.4 5.113× 10−4 11.3
A pure DSMC steady state solution is obtained with
the use of more than 4.3 million simulation particles
at the end of the computation. The reference time
step in the pure DSMC calculation is 2 nsec. 100,000
time steps of computation are performed and the last
20,000 time steps are sampled to obtain the results.
In the hybrid simulation, a steady state solution is
first obtained by computing the entire flow field with
an implicit CFD scheme. Using the steady state solu-
tion and Knmax, locations of the interfaces between
the continuum and the particle domains are deter-
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Fig. 3 Particle domain in hybrid simulation for a
blunted cone.
mined. In the particle region, cell values are set to
the CFD steady state results and simulation particles
are initialized to the local Chapman-Enskog distribu-
tion.
Although it has been concluded in the previous
work12 that Knmax = 0.05 is a good criterion for
separating the two domains, a more conservative cri-
terion of Knmax = 0.03 is actually employed in this
investigation. The particle domains initially and after
600,000 hybrid simulation iterations are illustrated in
the shaded areas of Fig. 3. At beginning of the hybrid
simulation, about 70.3% of the total number of cells
are in the particle domain. This value increases grad-
ually with time and reaches about 72.7% at the end of
the simulation. Each cell in the particle domain has
about 40 simulation particles on average. The refer-
ence time step in the hybrid computation is 0.2 nsec.
The hybrid method results presented in this paper are
obtained by sampling over the last 20,000 time steps.
The total run times of pure CFD, pure DSMC and
hybrid codes on a Linux cluster with 1 GHz Intel®
Pentium® III processors are: (1) approximately 2
hours on 10 processors for pure CFD; (2) approx-
imately 30 hours on 10 processors for pure DSMC
(MONACO); and (3) approximately 145 hours on 20
processors for the hybrid DSMC-CFD code.
Flow Fields
Comparisons of the translational temperature and
density contours obtained with pure DSMC and the
hybrid methods are made in Fig. 4. It it easy to ob-
serve in Fig. 4(a) that the bow shock thickness in front
of the leading edge of the cone is thicker in the DSMC
solution. Otherwise, the hybrid method results are in
general in good agreement with the pure DSMC re-
sults. Additionally, the hybrid method provides much
smoother results.
The hybrid results in Fig. 4 comprise two kinds of




































































b) Comparison of mass density.
Fig. 4 Comparison of DSMC and hybrid solutions
of translational temperature and mass density.
in Fig. 3) hybrid results are represented by IP informa-
tion and in the continuum domains by NS information.
Surface Properties
In Fig. 5, comparisons of flow properties along the
cone surface are made. The pressure coefficient and














In these figures, the profiles with label “Hybrid
(DSMC)” represent only the DSMC information and
with label “Hybrid (IP)” only the the IP information.
Generally speaking, the flow properties predicted by
the hybrid method along the wall are just in quali-
tative agreement with the DSMC solutions. This is
because of the strong bow shock ahead of the cone tip
and the IP method is not expected to work well under
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such a nonequilibrium condition.21 As a result, the
entire downstream region is affected by the flow from
the tip.
Detailed Comparisons
In Fig. 6, the pure DSMC, CFD and hybrid solu-
tions are compared in detail along the stagnation line.
The horizontal dotted lines in the figures indicate the
interfaces between the continuum (upper) and particle
(lower) domains. Similar to the contour plots above,
the profiles labeled with “Hybrid (IP/NS)” consist
of two kinds of information which are IP informa-
tion in the particle domain and NS information in the
continuum domain. The profiles with label “Hybrid
(DSMC)” contain only the DSMC information in the
particle domain and no information in the continuum
domain.
Flow along this stagnation line can be viewed as a
hypersonic flow that passes through a strong normal
shock and rapidly decelerates to rest at the wall. In the
shock wave, the flow is strongly nonequilibrium, and
the CFD, IP and pure DSMC solutions are therefore
expected to be different to a large extent. In Fig. 6(a),
it is evident that the shock thickness and strength rep-
resented by the hybrid-IP/NS result are significantly
different from the DSMC result. This is consistent
with what is shown in Fig. 4(a). On the other hand,
the hybrid-DSMC results are in good agreement with
the pure DSMC results and prove that the hybrid tech-
nique really improves the physical accuracy compared
to CFD.
A similar comparison between the pure DSMC, CFD
and hybrid solutions for translational temperature,
density and velocity at x = 2 cm is displayed in Fig. 7.
At this location, the nonequilibrium effects start to
weaken, and the Navier-Stokes equations coupled with
a slip-boundary model perform fairly well. As shown
in the figures, the CFD and DSMC solutions are close
except in the shock region.
The whole computational domain at this location is
divided into four sub-domains along the δn direction:
particle (I: 0 < δn < 1), continuum (II: 1 < δn < 3),
particle (III: 3 < δn < 3.95) and continuum (IV:
δn > 3.95). It is shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) that
the temperature and density predicted by the hybrid
approach are in fair agreement with the pure DSMC
solutions, except near the shock region. The velocity
profile in Fig. 7(c) exhibits unexpected behavior at the
interface between regions I and II. A similar behavior
was also observed in the previous numerical experi-
ment13 and was concluded to be probably due to the
size of region III being too small.
The whole computational domain is also divided
into four sub-domains along the δn direction at x = 4
cm. Comparisons of translational temperature, den-
sity and velocity profiles obtained with the different
















































c) Comparison of skin friction coefficient.





















































c) Comparison of velocity.

















X = 2 cm
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X = 2 cm
c) Comparison of velocity.
Fig. 7 Profiles along the line normal to the cone
at x = 2 cm.
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calculated by using the hybrid approach qualitatively
agree with the pure DSMC results and have the same
problems as in Fig. 7.
There is another problem associated with the
hybrid-DSMC temperature on the interface between
sub-domain III and IV in Fig. 8(a). The hybrid-DSMC
temperature is higher than the pure DSMC tempera-
ture by a factor of 2 on the interface but the hybrid-
IP/NS temperature looks very close to the pure DSMC
temperature. This significant difference implies that
the velocity distribution for particles entering from the
continuum domain into the particle domain is not ap-
proximated by the IP temperature. This behavior is
not yet understood and requires further study.
Hollow Cylinder-Flare
The configuration of the next example consists of
a hollow cylinder followed by a 30◦ conical flare, as
depicted in Fig. 9. The cylinder is aligned with the free
stream. The leading edge is sharp and the hypersonic
flow entering the hollow body does not interact with
the external flow. Only the external flow of the upper
half of the configuration is of interest in this example.
The fluid is also pure nitrogen and the freestream
conditions are listed in Table 2. Notice that the
freestream is nonequilibrium as the translational and
vibrational temperatures are not the same. These are
the nonequilibrium freestream conditions in CUBRC
Run 14.22 Since the IP method at this point is not
capable of handling this type of nonequilibrium con-
dition, the vibrational temperature is assumed to be
frozen in all simulations. This means that the newly
generated particles are initialized with the freestream
vibrational temperature and all particles undergo no
vibrational energy exchange for collisions with the wall
which is assumed to be at a constant temperature of
295.6 K. The accommodation coefficient for transla-
tion energy is still assumed to be unity.
Table 2 Freestream conditions of the hollow
cylinder-flare numerical experiment.
U∞ (m/s) T∞ (K) Tvib,∞ (K) ρ∞ (kg/m3) M∞
2301.7 118.2 2497.4 9.023× 10−4 10.4
The DSMC and hybrid codes are run on a structured
grid that has 200,000 cells, with 1,000 cells along the
body surface and 200 cells normal to the body surface,
as shown in Fig. 10. A much finer grid that has 2048
cells along the surface and 512 cells normal to the sur-
face is employed in the pure CFD simulation.23 The
hybrid code is initialized with the pure CFD steady
state solution by interpolation.
A pure DSMC steady state solution is obtained with
the use of more than 7 million particles at the end of
the computation. The reference timestep is 3.5×10−9
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c) Comparison of velocity.
Fig. 8 Profiles along the line normal to the cone
















Fig. 9 Schematic of the CUBRC hollow cylinder-












(every 10th point shown in each direction)
Fig. 10 Grid employed for hollow cylinder-flare.
completed and the last 20,000 time steps are sampled
to obtain the results.
In the hybrid calculation, Knmax = 0.03 is again
employed as the breakdown criterion. The time step
is 10−10 sec. A total of one million steps are computed
after the domain is initialized with the CFD solution
and the last 100,000 steps are sampled. At the be-
ginning of the hybrid simulation, about 32% of the
total number of cells are in the particle domain and at
the end of the simulation, about 33% are in the parti-
cle domain. Since the particle domain undergoes just
minor change during the simulation, only the final dis-
tribution is shown as the gray region in Fig. 11. Notice
that a large portion of the particle domain is above the
cylinder, where low density is encountered. The other
portion of the particle domain is primarily along the
shock waves and the body surface. Notice that there
is a large continuum domain near the conjunction of
cylinder and flare. There are about 40 particles in each
particle cell.
The total run times of pure DSMC and hybrid
DSMC-CFD codes on a Linux cluster with 2.4 GHz
Intel® Xeon processors are: (1) approximately 82
hours on 20 processors for pure DSMC (MONACO);
and (2) approximately 85 hours on 20 processors for
Fig. 11 Particle domain in hybrid simulation for
a hollow cylinder-flare.
the hybrid DSMC-CFD code.
Flow Fields
Comparisons of the translational temperature and
density contours obtained with pure DSMC and the
hybrid method are shown in Fig. 12. It is very en-
couraging that the two solutions are in fair agreement
under such complex circumstance.
Surface Properties
In Figs. 13(a) and 13(b), numerical results are com-
pared with the experimental data‡ from Ref. 22 for
heat transfer rate and pressure coefficient along the
body surface. Notice that there is about a 4% differ-
ence for the freestream density between the numeri-
cal simulations and the experiment. In general, the
hybrid-DSMC and hybrid-IP results are in good agree-
ment with the measured data. The Stanton number
in Fig. 13(a) shows that the size of the separation
and re-attachment region is under-predicted by DSMC
but over-predicted by CFD. The pressure coefficient
in Fig. 13(b) also indicates that DSMC in fact under-
predicts the separation zone. This raises the question
of whether DSMC really provides a physically accu-
rate solution for this type of flow after the separation
point at about x/L = 0.5 (L is the cylinder length
and is 10.17 cm). The answer to this question is prob-
ably negative. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to assume
that DSMC does provide the correct solution before
the separation point. Skin friction coefficients calcu-
lated with different numerical methods are compared
in Fig. 13(c). It is also clear that the size of the sepa-
ration zone predicted by DSMC is different from CFD.
Detailed Comparisons
Detailed comparisons of the pure DSMC, CFD and
hybrid solutions are first made along the line normal
to the cylinder surface at x/L = 0.01, as displayed in
Fig. 14. The comparisons all show that the hybrid-
DSMC results are in outstanding agreement with the
‡The actual freestream conditions in experiment are: U∞ =
2325.6 ms/s, ρ∞ = 8.658 × 104 kg/m3, T∞ = 120 K and


































































































b) Comparison of mass density.
Fig. 12 Comparison of DSMC and hybrid solutions
of translational temperature and mass density.
pure DSMC results.
Next, the flow field around the middle of the cylinder
is studied. In Fig. 15, profiles are shown of compar-
isons for the flow properties along the line normal
to the cylinder body at x/L = 0.5. At this station,
the whole computational domain is divided into four
sub-domains along the δn direction and hybrid-DSMC
information is absent in a continuum domain. As men-
tioned above, it is reasonable to assume at this station
that the pure DSMC solution is correct. In the parti-
cle domain next to the body, the hybrid-DSMC results
again are predicted excellently by the hybrid DSMC-
CFD code. The density profiles in Fig. 15(b) indicate
that the density is as low as 30-40% of the freestream
density at about δn = 2 mm. This can also be ob-
served in Fig. 12(b).
In the shock region, both hybrid IP and hybrid















































c) Comparison of skin friction coefficient.
Fig. 13 Comparison of surface properties with




















































c) Comparison of velocity.
Fig. 14 Profiles along the line normal to the cylin-
der at x/L = 0.01.
DSMC, but at least they move from the initial CFD
conditions towards the DSMC solutions.
Further downstream at the conjunction of the cylin-
der and flare (x/L = 1), profiles along a vertical
line are shown in Fig. 16. The whole computational
domain consists of six sub-domains along the δn direc-
tion. Since the accuracy of the pure DSMC solution
at this station is questionable, it is difficult to judge
the performance of the hybrid code. In most cases,
the hybrid-IP/NS and hybrid-DSMC results stay with
the initial CFD conditions, as shown in Figs. 16(a) and
16(b). Notice that the small discontinuity predicted by
pure DSMC around the shock region is not predicted
by any other methods.
Finally, a station on the flare is examined. Flow
profiles along the line normal to the flare at x/L = 1.3
are plotted in Fig. 17. It is evident in Fig 17(b) that
the discrepancy of the oblique shock angles predicted
by pure DSMC and pure CFD is substantial. The
hybrid code continues to remain closer to the CFD
result.
It is interesting to point out that the hybrid-DSMC
temperature in shock regions basically follows the cor-
responding hybrid-IP/NS temperature at all stations
considered and the strange behavior in Fig. 8(a) is not
observed in this example. This is possibly because the
oblique shock wave in this example is weaker than the
bow shock in the blunted cone flow.
Summary and Conclusions
The main objective for developing a hybrid particle-
continuum method is a faster and more accurate ap-
proach than other conventional means. We have
described such a method for computing hypersonic,
nonequilibrium flows in 2D/axi-symmetric configura-
tions. In the particle domain, the DSMC-IP technique
was employed while in the continuum domain, a fi-
nite volume, second-order accurate, Steger-Warming
flux vector splitting NS solver was utilized. Since the
macroscopic values of the flow field in the DSMC-IP
approach are updated in cells for each time step ad-
vanced, coupling these two domain becomes straight-
forward. Information exchange on the interface be-
tween the particle and continuum domains was con-
tinuously carried out for each time step.
Numerical experiments of hypersonic flows over a
blunted cone and a hollow cylinder-flare body were
conducted, with the use of the continuum-breakdown
criterion Knmax = 0.03. The hybrid method was
first initialized with a steady state CFD solution and
then marched forward. It is concluded that the hy-
brid method is capable of simulating these hypersonic
flows fairly well, generally speaking. The detailed
comparisons showed that the flow properties (temper-
ature, density and velocity) computed with the hybrid
method matched with the exact (pure DSMC) solu-


























































c) Comparison of velocity.
Fig. 15 Profiles along the line normal to the cylin-



















































c) Comparison of velocity.
Fig. 16 Profiles along the line normal to the cylin-




















































c) Comparison of velocity.
Fig. 17 Profiles along the line normal to the flare
at x/L = 1.3.
poorly in shock regions.
The disappointing performance of the hybrid
method in strong shock regions is primarily caused by
the equilibrium assumption in the DSMC-IP technique
to estimate the extra translational energy carried by
a molecule moving from one cell to the other. A new
energy flux model that can relax this assumption has
been successfully developed21 and will be integrated
with the hybrid method in the near future.
The numerical efficiency of the current hybrid
method also is a concern. The time step employed in
a typical hybrid simulation is always an order of mag-
nitude smaller than in the standard DSMC simulation
because the DSMC-IP method requires such a small
time step. In addition, the DSMC-IP method uses
more memory than in the standard DSMC method. It
is therefore concluded that the numerical efficiency of
the hybrid method is far from satisfactory.
The level of physical modeling implemented so far in
the hybrid code is only capable of simulating a perfect
simple gas. As the purpose of developing a hybrid code
is specifically intended for hypersonic flow with local
regions of nonequilibrium, the level of physical model-
ing needs to be raised to include the ability to simulate
thermal nonequilibrium of rotational and vibrational
molecular modes, as well as finite-rate, nonequilibrium
chemistry. For DSMC and CFD, methods for model-
ing the thermochemical nonequilibrium are available,
but for the DSMC-IP method, schemes for modeling
these same processes are yet to be developed.
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